
L_1 MONOLITHIC 16 – STOREY TOWER BLOCKS 
 
Č. Mazūras, constructor J. Rusteika 
1978 (A type); 1982 (B type)

environment was finally embodied in Justiniškės 
shopping and service center . He decided to 
use wooden spatial constructions (for the first 
time in public center building) although it tasked 
engineers power. Architect Paslaitis found 
out the solution with an experiment: he put a 
granite rock on top of the construction model 
– and it retained. Both food shop interior and 
the surroundings of the objects are warm and 
harmonious: cozy spaces were incorporated 
into the complex, courtyards with benches, little 
pools – a sculpture ‘Sveikas, pavasari!’ (‘Hello, 
Spring!’) by V. Šerys is arranged inside one of 
them.  8

 

Recommended route on foot:  pedestrian avenue with 
FOUNTAINS (J_1) + trade and household services 
centre ‘JUSTINIŠKĖS’ (J_2) + KINDERGARTEN (J_3)

Pedestrian avenues are set in the depth of the district. 
They lead to the shopping and service centers, education 
institutions and stops for public transport, fountains and 
amphitheatres are fitted along the avenue.

J_2 JUSTINIŠKĖS SHOPPING AND SERVICE 
CENTER

A.E. Paslaitis 
1986-1988
The architect‘s Artūras Paslaitis idea of variegated, 
spread, few-levels structures and nice, human 

B. Krūminis, D. Ruseckas
1983
Monolithic reinforced concrete buildings 
designed specifically for Šeškinė district, were 
formed of two units connected by the block with 
stairwell, corridors and elevators. Each storey of 
the building  is surrounded by rounded balconies 
from the four sides , which create dynamic 
rhythm which distinguish in static large-panel 
houses environment. These monolithic towers 
along with ‘Vilnius’ sign and the Clock on the roof  
figuratively marked the northern gates of Vilnius 
(on the road to Ryga) until they were surrounded 
by other new districts in the late of 80‘s .  1

Š_2: trade and household Services centre 
“ŠEŠKINĖ”

G.Baravykas, K.Pempė, G.Ramunis, G.Dindienė 
1985
Low red brick buildings arranged around a semi-
closed square retraces the Old town’s space. The 
midpoint of the square is stressed by a water pool 
and a clock tower that are surrounded by novel 
second storey galleries built on columns. A special 
attention is given to the access to the complex: all 
pedestrian paths from the entire residential district 
lead to it. This model is different from “box” type 
trade centre, that became entrenched in the end of 
20th century. “Šeškinė” trade centre was awarded 
with prize of the USSR Council of Ministers for its 
originality. 3

in the middle of the block, semi-closed courtyard 
of the complex and an enclosed ‘private’ garden 
of terraced houses. Pašilaičiai monolithic housing 
blocks form two types of pedestrian avenues: the 
‘active’ one connects the courtyards with central 
public space and also leads to public buildings, 
the ‘calm’ one goes between the gardens of 
terraced houses. On the other side of Pašilaičių 
street the alley crosses the circular inner 
courtyard of Gabija gymnasium, designed by 
architect S. Kuncevičius and continues between 
the monolithic house complexes.  1

BEEpart (‘Be a part’, ‘bee art’ or ‘bee’ in 
the sense of ‘common work’) aiming to 
establish artistic workshops as a centre 
of public attraction in Pilaitė- a place for 
unique ideas to be born and implemented 
where all the attention is drawn to the 
improvement of local social climate. Various 
events involving the local community are 
being organized with the help of volunteers. 
Higher educational institutions of art, their 
representatives and private companies 
are invited to work together as well. The 
building, which was designed for two years 
by an international team, is distinguishing 
for its atypical design, different space 
perception and innovative, environment-
friendly solutions.  9

ŠEŠKINĖ

B.Krūminis, A.Umbrasas, V.Sargelis, V. Zubrus
1963
These residential buildings were started to be built in 
1966 in Žirmūnai district, also massively built in Lazdynai, 
Karoliniškės and Viršuliškės districts. The first improved 
experimental 75 apartments 5-storey building was 
designed by ,’Miestoprojektas’. Unified 5, 9 and 12-storey 
large panel houses of Lithuanian series 1-464-LI were 
designed  on its basis  and started to be produced by 
Vilnius housing enterprise in 1963. 1

Recommended route on foot:  inner spaces of the 2nd 
microrayon, passing by the last 1-464-LI (V_1) and the 
first 120V buildings (V_2)

VIRŠULIŠKĖS

This is the standard kindergarten building surrounded by 
astonishing pieces of small architecture that (according 
to initial idea) should have helped working in groups with 
the stuttering children.  Shelters, playgrounds, fountains 
and even entrances to the kindergarten making many 
associations with the cosmic theme were designed and 
built by designer Cholinas in early 80‘s.  But since it was 
built it was never liked by children... This unique example 
of small architecture in Karoliniškės is going to disappear 
soon: the new project of kindergarten’s playground is 
already completed and the present structures are going 
to be demolished as soon as possible.

In the centre of the district- very close to 
Kosmonautų (Astronauts) avenue and even 
bestriding it in more indented part -  was 
planned to build the house of culture, cinema 
theatre, restaurant, coffee-bars, pavilion for 
dance, general shop, gastronome, market-place 
with halls, service,  motel, sports complex with 
stadium, outdoor and indoor swimming pools 
(4). The centre of the district wasn‘t completely 
implemented. In 1992 architects G. Baravykas, 
G. Baranauskas, A. Gudaitis ir E. Petroška have 
planned a new centre in this place. The project 
of the new centre of the district „had to make 
harmony between new and old (already built) 
buildings. The final accent of the project was 
building complex ‘Sodra’  7.

avenue), it is a more expressive architectural 
look of 5 buildings. The second type (B) 
is built in the north-east of Lazdynai. The 
monolithic towers of Lazdynai were important 
as architectural landmarks in the panorama of 
the new Vilnius. 1

L_2 MINTIES GYMNASIUM 

Česlovas Mazūras
1974
This secondary school was non-typical: of a free 
layout, composed of four two-storey education 
blocks and a three-storey block of a common 
purpose connecting them, set up in terraces. 
Thus it was different from usual rectangular 
multi-storey schools with a corridor system. 
Facades were also a novelty: combination of 
red bricks and a grayish plaster, large windows.          

v2

In Vilnius, architects, tried to add some variety 
to these houses, by color in the facades or 
changing non-constructive elements – balconies 
or entrances. The flats were very ‚economic‘, 
planned according to pre-war modernists‘ idea 
of ‚existential minimum‘. In the most common 
two-room apartment one could find a kitchen of 
six square meters, two rooms (13,9  and 17,9 
m²) with walk-through living-room, a bathroom. 
No pantries were planned. 1

V_2: SERIES 120V APARTMENT  
BUILDINGS

B. Krūminis, V. Sargelis, V. Zubrus, K. 
Sližys
1973
In 1969 architect B.Krūminis along with his 
colleagues came up with an idea of improved 
series of the residential houses, with better-
planned apartments and broaden variety of 
possible composition of the buildings. The 
series of large-panel houses 120V stood 
out with more characteristic relief facades, 
light shades of the corner balconies, bigger 
auxiliary rooms and kitchens. This serial 
in conference ‘Construction of industrial 
multi-stored houses and development of 
architecture and perspectives’ held in 1981 
was evaluated as one in which the hand of 
an architect was sensed the most.  1 

KAROLINIŠKĖS

05
Recommended route on foot: trade and household 
services centre ,’PAŠILAIČIAI’ (Pa_1) + TERRACED 
HOUSES (Pa_2) + GABIJA GYMNASIUM (Pa_3)
 
The pedestrian avenue  crosses trough  very innovative 
at that time the main trade and household services 
centre ,’Pašilaičiai’ designed by architect S. Garuckas 
and built in the middle of the district in 1987.  The 
next objects - monolithic apartment complexes of the 
fourth Pašilaičiai microrayon designed by architects A. 
Lėckienė and D. Ruseckas. This was the first house 
group in soviet Vilnius bringing together the three-storey 
terraced houses with semi-private courtyards and nine-
storey building. Monolithic multi-storey buildings are one 
the last type of  homes that were built during the Soviet 
period in 1987-1990. The group of four buildings form a 
block with  several pure types of spaces: public space 

07 PAŠILAIČIAI
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Idea (and director) Andrius Ciplijauskas
architect Simonas Liūga
2011

Must we only sleep  in the residential districts or so called 
‚sleeping areas“  where the majority of citizens have the 
residence? Why does the cultural life flourish  in the city 
centre, meanwhile the peripheral zones are gloomy and 
tame? Culture and art in the middle of fields- is it possible? 
How could the activities of the workshop involve people of 
different age? Can the original architecture and space for 
creativity attract initiative people? Is the cultural life as an 
extra value of the microrayon? How can our surroundings 
become more safe and creative? These and many other 
questions are tried to be answered by private initiative

08 PILAITĖ

NAUGARDUKO STREET.

N_1: THE FIRST BLOCK OF LARGE-PANEL APARTMENT BUILDINGS (KHRUSHCHYOVKAS)

Š_1: MONOLITHIC 16-STOREY TOWER
BLOCKS

PI_1: ‘BEEPART’ CULTURE CENTRE

K_1:  SPECIAL KINDERGARTEN “ČIAUŠKUTIS”

V_1: SERIES 1-464-LI APARTMENT  BUILDINGS
L. Bergaitė-Burneikienė 
1959
The first five-storey large panel-living apartment 
buildings  were built in 1959 in Vilnius, using 
the typical USSR series - 1-464 (so called 
Khrushchyovka). It was a standard two-type 
buildings: 60 or 80 flat living houses ( in the 
section each storey had four flats arranged around 
landing), constructed from reinforced concrete 
sandwich panels.
This kind of houses, because of their clumsiness, 
were called ‚bricks‘. 

LAZDYNAI

When the massive construction of 5, 9, 12-storey houses 
entrenched, the question of microrayon distinctiveness 
was solved not only by different colour, decor, or 
composition means, but also by emphasizing the 
capacity itself. The 16-story-tower-like houses were the 
ones to have all of those things implemented. This was 
the sign of recognition and the way the distinctiveness 
was brought to each residential rayon. Two types of 
monolithic towers were built in Lazdynai. The first type 
(A) was placed in the north-west of Lazdynai (between 
Architektų (Architects’) street and Laisvės (Freedom) 

SPACE FOR YOUR IMPRESSIONS - A Perfect (Micro)rayon: Do It Yourself

JUSTINIŠKĖS

K_2: LINEAR TRADE AND HOUSEHOLD 
SERVICES CENTRE
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Information: 1Vilnius 1900-2012: Naujosios architektūros gidas,  2011, p. 140-153; 2 ten pat, p. 139; 3 ten pat, p. 175; 4 Kazimieras Balėnas, Jurgis Astikas. Atbilda statybininkai į Karoliniškes/Statyba ir architektūra 1970/2 , p. 4-6; 5 Indrė Ruseckaitė. Sovietmečio gyvenamieji rajonai Vilniuje: tipiškumo problema. Urbanistika ir architektūra, 2010, 34 5 : 270–281; 6 Algirdas Vileikis. Vilnius- Tarybų Lietuvos sostinė. 1986, p. 47; 7 Rimantas Buivydas. Architektas Gediminas Baravykas: kūrybos pulsas, 2000, p.30; 8 Edita Riaubienė. Arūnas Edu 
ardas Paslaitis: stebėti ir kurti/ Archiforma 2002/2, p. 42-44; 9 www.beepart.lt, 10 Marija Drėmaitė, Lazdynai from Living and Dying in the Urban Modernity, 2010, p.106. / Photography:  01Tania Serket, 02.03.04.05.06 Dovilė Krikščiūnaitė 02:Vilnius 1900-2012: Naujosios architektūros gidas,  2011, p.142 ,  03:Архитектура Советской Литвы, 1987, p. 165, 01,05,06,12: www.miestai.net, 04,07: Indrės Ruseckaitės foto, 08,14,16: Dano Rusecko archyvas, 11: Archiforma 2002/2, p. 43; 09,13: SĮ “Vilniaus planas“ archyvas, 15: www.beepart.lt.

RECOMMENDED TO READ:
VILNIUS 1900 - 2012: 
NAUJOSIOS ARCHITEKTŪROS GIDAS
(Vilnius 1900-2012. A Guide To Modern 
Architecture)

RECOMMENDED TO WATCH:
LAZDYNAI. ARCHITEKTŲ GATVĖ
Vytenis Imbrasas. 1974 m. (20.10 min)
VILNIUS IŠ MANO VAIKYSTĖS ARCHYVŲ. LAZDYNAI 
Lina Albrikienė. 2009 m. (3.46 min.)

ARCHITECTURE [people] FUND: VILNIUS RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS “A Perfect (Micro)rayon: Do It Yourself”

guides
Vytautas Brėdikis
Leonidas Ziberkas
Nerijus Milerius
Linas Kukuraitis
Andrius Ciplijauskas
Sigitas Čereškevičius
Mindaugas Grabauskas

moderators
Indrė Ruseckaitė
Liutauras Nekrošius    

Free map

VILNIUS RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS “A Perfect (Micro)rayon: Do It 
Yourself”

Aistė Galaunytė Aistė Kuncevičiūtė Andrius Ciplijauskas Austė Kuliešiūtė Emilija Gruzdytė Indrė 
Ruseckaitė Karolina Čiplytė Kostas Biliūnas Leonidas Ziberkas Lina Čižaitė Linas Kukuraitis Liu-
tauras Nekrošius Nerijus Milerius Matas Šiupšinskas Miglė Nainytė Mindaugas Grabauskas Ona 
Lozuraitytė Sigitas Čereškevičius  Vytautas Brėdikis Žygimantas Gudelis

In response to the Soviet construction industry transformation the mass constructions of housing 
blocks and residential districts started in the late 50s. Housing standardization and industrialization 
had to ensure – ‘an apartment for every family’- a promise of the Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev 
(in 1957). In Vilnius and elsewhere the large-scale housing constructions of  typical all-union 
project buildings constrainedly started in 1959, because of the implementation to establish  the 
Precast concrete enterprise (combine) . Standards of flats in USSR were  regulated by the 
famous SNiP’s - construction norms and rules, so the architects hardly could ‘climb’ over 9 sq.m. 
of living space per one resident,  6 sq.m. standard kitchen, etc. It helps understanding why the 
wealth of the family in the Soviet society started to be measured in square meters of living space. 
Together with industrialized housing cosntructions in Soviet Union a new form of composing the 
apartment buildings was introduced: a microrayon - the smallest component of urban formation. It 
consisted of several apartment buildings centered around the primary service center (shop), school 
and kindergarten (-s) and surrounded by the street. The residential districts composed of such 
microrayons emerged in the outskirts of Vilnius in 60’s-90’s. Two areas of the future developing 
were projected in the city’s General Plan: the Northern, where Žirmūnai, Baltupiai were built and the 
Western (Lazdynai, Karoliniškės, Viršuliškės, Justiniškės, Pašilaičiai, Fabijoniškės, Pilaitė) with the 
massive district Šeškinė intervening between them.
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N_1: THE FIRST BLOCK OF LARGE-PANEL APARTMENT BUILDINGS (Khrushchyovkas)
L. Bergaitė-Burneikienė  
1959
The first five-storey large panel apartment buildings were built in 1959 in Vilnius, using the typical USSR 
series - 1-464 (so called Khrushchyovka) . City‘s districts were emerging fastly, so workers, from rapidly 
growing industries, could move in. For them a separate flat was a dream come true. The first block of 
series 1-464 apartment buildings was built for Drill factory workers. 1

PAŠILAIČIAI
K. Balėnas, G. Balėnienė
Constr. started in1987
Three main circular streets (named after three pagan goddesses: Žemyna (in charge of the Earth), 
Medeina (Forests), Gabija (Fire)) surround three hills and form three microrayons with quiet, car free 
pedestrian areas. Three circular microrayons are built with series of 120V apartment blocks. The fourth 
one is different in its shape: here we can find chessboard-like arranged groups of monolithic buildings 
that were individually designed for Pašilaičiai,  pedestrian avenues, the most important public buildings 
of Pašilaičiai district.  6

PILAITĖ
First project by  A. Bražinskas, A. Gučas, A. Laurinavičius
Enclosed inner spaces of the blocks are the distinct feature of Pilatė. One block of microrayon is formed 
by three or four apartment buildings that are perimetrically surrounding the collective inner Courtyard 
(urban space forgotten since the beginning of XX century in Vilnius)  with children’ playgrounds and 
leisure infrastructure.  Pilaitė started to be built in the late 80‘s., but the constructions were interrupted 
due to the changes of political system in 1990. Only in 1998 Pilaitė development plans were re-thought 
and today this district is highlighted as one of the prior areas in Vilnius for the future development.
 

ŠEŠKINĖ
K.Balėnas, G.Balėnienė
Constr. started in 1977
The district is built with the new series of 120V house groups. Because of short-step sections of the 
houses the environment becomes more intimate and segmental .The plan of housing blocks group  is 
U- or L-shaped. This form helps creating semi-closed inner spaces that are larger and clearer identified 
than in other districts as the inner spaces are formed by three vertical building facades giving the reason 
why the ‘free’ planning gets slightly different attributions in this district.  5

LAZDYNAI
V. Čekanauskas, V. Brėdikis, V. Balčiūnas, G. Valiuškis et al.
I project- 1962, II project- 1967, built in 1967-1972
Lazdynai was the most renowned modernist residential district in Vilnius as it introduced the qualitatively 
different modernist town planning ideas in the Soviet space. Designed in 1967  Lazdynai residential 
district (40.000 residents) must be also understood as one of few trail-blazing attempts to break with 
the bureaucratic rigidity of large-scale central planning. A circle-shaped district designed in the spirit of 
Scandinavian architecture displayed all attributes of a modern settlement. After years of bureaucratic 
opposition, Lazdynai was awarded the Lenin prize for All Union Architecture design in 1974 (it was the 
highest level award (order) for he urban planning in the USSR). 10

KAROLINIŠKĖS
K.Balėnas, G.Balėnienė
Constr. started in 1970
Initial idea of the architects was ‘putting the hat on the highland by arranging apartment blocks of various 
heights’ and in this way creating the hilly silhouette for the flat terrain of the site. Television tower of 
Vilnius was meant to be the peak of the architectural hills. The attached 5, 9 and 12-storey large-panel 
apartment blocks were specially designed for this district by B.Krūminis and V.Zubrus. According to 
architect K.Balėnas, in Karoliniškės ‘the new way of attaching the buildings and its advantages will be 
showed like nowhere else. It will create semi-closed spaces and stop the draughts so prejudicial in other 
districts previously built in Vilnius’ 4

VIRŠULIŠKĖS
B.Kasperavičienė, A.Bražinskas, J.Zinkevičius
Constr. started in1972
The district is formed of 1-464-LI series apartment blocks grouped into the shape of arc. The motive 
of the arc is repeated in all three microrayons of Viršuliškės. The buildings are grouped in broken 
configuration though not attached – mesh plates are used as a connection. These plates were used in 
order to give transparency for the surroundings, improve air circulation in inner spaces of the microrayon. 
Beneath the plates shelters were formed. In the primary project of Viršuliškės the colors of the buildings 
were planned to be different, depending on the houses height, however finally laconic colors of light 
shades were implemented, in which background sculptural relief of districts facades are more visible.  5

JUSTINIŠKĖS
M.Adomaitis, S.Čereškevičius, V.Balčiūnas
1982–1990
The spatial composition of Justiniškės residential district is similar to Lazdynai . Justiniškės is set on two 
terraces of a hilly terrain. A little forest separates the district from neighbouring Viršuliškės. Pedestrian 
avenues with fountains and amphitheatres are set in the depth of the district; they lead to the commercial 
and facilities centers, educational institutions and stops for public transport. Housing blocks as well as 
public buildings are built using iterative design, already used in other districts before, except 12 and 
16-storey monolithic tower blocks and 5-storey ‘screen-building’- protecting the rest of the district from 
noise of Laisvės prospect- these buildings were individually designed for Justiniškės.  6
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More information about this and other excursions:  www.archfondas.lt/ekskursijos


